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Table 1. Socio-demographic characteristics of in-person interview and web-based survey samples
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with domestic brands, and second-hand product with domestic brands, respectively. The six attributes are price, 
hourly electricity consumption for air conditioner (daily electricity consumption for refrigerator), cooling space for 
air conditioner (volume for refrigerator), presence or absence of air cleaning function for air conditioner (noise 
reduction function for refrigerator), energy efficiency ranks presented on energy label, and presence or absence a 
label indicating the electricity bill’s difference comparing to a standard model.  
Table 1 provides a brief summary of mean socio-demographic characteristics of both samples. For full details of 
the survey including questionnaire contents, choice experiment design, definitions of variables and the associated 
sample statistics, see Shen and Saijo (2007a, 2007b).  
3. Choice modeling 
In choice modeling, the probability that individual q  chooses alternative i  from a choice set J that comprises of j
alternatives, Piq , can be estimated by a conditional logit model expressed in Eq. (1): 
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where Viq is the indirect utility function of individual q choosing alternative i or j. Then, making assumption for Viq to 
be linear in parameters, the probability in Eq. (1) is given as: 
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where Xiq are explanatory variables of Viq, normally including alternative-specific constants (ASCs) and the attributes 
of the alternative i , ? ?  is the parameter vector of the matrix Xiq.
    One of the values revealing the stated preferences from the choice model is marginal Willingness to Pay (WTP) 
value for various attributes. Since marginal WTP by definition is the income reduction needed to ensure the constant 
utility when an attribute is added to the marginal good, the marginal WTP for attribute l  is given by: 
    /l l pWTP ? ?? ?                                                                                                                                 (3) 
where p?  is the coefficient on price from Eq. (2). 
Table 4. Marginal willingness to pay values 
Items  In-person Web-based z test 
Air conditioner    
Electric power consumption 1285 [986,1585] 2172 [1503,2840] -2.37 **
Cooling space       6 [-11,24]     38 [5,72] -1.69 
Air purifier function   796 [636,955]  993 [664,1322] -1.06 
Energy efficiency rank   367 [295,440]  319 [184,454]  0.62 
Label indicating savings in electricity bills 335 [193,477] 1258 [903,1613] -4.73  ** 
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Table 2. Estimation results of air conditioner
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4. Results and Discussions
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